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Their country fighting desperately to stem Hitler's ceaseless drive which has 

robbed her of so many factories, the Russian Military Mission in London •* here seen at 

a London A.A. battery - is busy getting all the advice and help Britain can give. Profit

ing from blitz experience we have developed precision firing. With latest-type predic

tors and range-finders working in conjunction with radiolocation, batteries ftee only 

when there is a definite target. The chances of a hit are much greater, and the economy 

in shells and guns is enormous. The Soviet, on the other hand, relies on a formidable 
I 

barrage. It is highly effective, but at a time til.en Russia needs all her output capacity 

to supply the army^s needs, this extravagant method imposes too great a strain on her 

factories. 

In Moscow a fallen raider pays tribute to the city's A.A. defences, 

(LV BOMBS, ETC.) Bombs and inccndiarics salved from the Junkers 88 give topical 

interest to a timely lecture on A.R.P. 

(G-V DROME) At a skilfully camouflaged advanced aerodrome of the Red Air Force, 

a quiet spell brought off-duty crews a welcome visit from a Red Army touring concert 

party with traditional songs and dances. 

But the work of ground crows goes on. By lorry bombs come from hidden magazines. 

With ceaseless battering Soviet bombers plcy their part in the bloodiest bottles in all 

history. Bombs - bombs and more bombs for factories to pour out, Machinegun bullets by 

the countless millions - each belt machine chocked: a bullet out of line would mean a 

jam at a critical moment and perhaps the loss of plane rmfl crew. An endless torrent 

of bullets for factories to produce, over and above the vast quantities used by the army, 

(LOADING BOMB) Bomb up t Britain has sent Russia hundreds of fighters. 

American pianos, too, are arriving. Now a wing of our own Air Force is fighting in 

Russian skies. But that is only a beginning. The demand is enormous. So, too', must be 

the response, 

M. Losovsky, the Soviet propaganda genius, speeded Harry Hopkins on h!6 way 

to tell President Roosevelt Russia's needs. So did Sir Stafford Cripps, As an outcome of 

the Churchill-Roosevelt meeting, British and American experts led by Lord Beaverbrook and 

Mr. Harriman will shortly go to Moscow to arrange the supply of arms and materials. Brit

ain and America realize the Soviet's needs - but speed is vital, she must have fighting 
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materials, not next month, or next week but now. 

Meantime from Britain the Soviet asks for tanks as fast as we can send them. 

Badly as we need them ourselves, a week's output is on its way, Russia undoubtedly 

has industrial areas in the safe hinterland to take the place of those- she has lost. 

But whilst she reorganises and brings them into full working capacity, Britain and 

Amcrica must fill the breach. Upon Russia's continued vigorous resistance depends 

the whole future of humanity. No risk we tzke to help her can be too great. 


